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Points

Are families of diabetic children adequately
taught?

Dr ROBERT GOODMAN (Bethlem Royal Hospital,
Croydon CRO 8DR) writes: Dr C McCowen and
coileagues (24 May, p 1361) found that when parents
had little understanding of diabetes and its manage-
ment (as judged by a questionnaire) their child's
diabetes was less likely to be managed optimally (as
judged by compliance and diabetic control). Unfor-
tunately, the study did not establish how far parental
ignorance of diabetes was just one marker for other
adverse factors within the family, such as low intelli-
gence, poor educational attainment, or a reluctance
take personal responsibility for health. This specu-
lation is relevant to an important practical question: Is
it possible to predict which parents will find it
particularly difficult to manage a chronic disorder? If
educational attainments, intelligence, or attitude to
health are useful predictors extra time and effort could
usefully be concentrated on "high risk" families from
the time of first diagnosis-before they have "failed,"
exasperated the medical team, and become alienated
from the system. Many paediatricians already practise
the art of "risk spotting" and preventive intervention.
Perhaps future studies could make the art more
scientific.

Manpower: compendium of deliberate
mistakes

Professor D N BARON (Department of Chemical
Pathology and Human Metabolism, Royal Free Hos-
pital, London NW3 2QG) writes: The scheme put
forward by Dr G Batchelor on behalf of the Hospital
Consultants and Specialists Association (7 June, p
1528), although accepting the need for two career
grades, itself perpetuates a mistake. Unless the route
from the training grade of senior registrar to consult-
ant is only through perhaps five to seven years in the
specialist/junior consultant grade (in which a fair
proportion will stay), and a senior registrar cannot
therefore jump straight to consultant, the junior grade
will continue to be considered a failure option. In
academic medicine lecturers (equivalent to senior
registrars) do not become professors without first
being senior lecturers, in which grade their potential
(or not) for a possible senior position by promotion or
advertised vacancy can be assessed.'

I Baron DN. CareerGgdes for specialists. Lancet 1980;i:656.

Reye's sydro and aspirin

Drs R SUNDERLAND, C SMALLEY, and B A WHARTON
(Selly Oak Hospital, Birmingham B29 6JD) write: It
has long been known that while Europeans read
American medical journals, the Americans are less
faithful in returning the compliment.' However, it is
sadder to observe one major British journal failing to
note a seminal contribution in another. All of the
recent statements about the possible link between
aspirin and Reye's syndrome, including Dr Michael
Tarlow's leading article, have suggested that this
association was a recent American discovery. How-
ever, this association was suggested by a British
paediatrician in 1965.2 We draw this to your readers'
attention because Dr Giles retired from clinical prac-
tice in the very week that aspirin for children was
withdrawn, 21 years after his pertinent observation.

1 Anonymous. JuxtoralorganofChievitz. Laxce 1951:1142.
2 Gies HMcC. Ee opahy and the fatty dgnerationof the

liver. Lant 1%5;i: 1075.

Dr SUSAN HALL (Communicable Disease Surveillance
Centre, London NW9 5EQ) writes: Dr Michael
Tarlowe states that to his knowledge no cases ofReye's
syndrome have yet been reported in Britain in
children taking salicylates for chronic inflammatory
disorders (14 June, p 1543). In fact two such cases
were reported to the British Paedintric Association-

Communicable Disease Surveillance Centre Joint
British Reye's Syndrome Surveillance Scheme, one in
1983 and one in 1985.

Dr STUART CARNE (London W12 8EJ) writes: I hope
that the recommendation to avoid the use ofaspirin in
children under the age of 12 years will not result in the
removal from the market of 75 g tablets of aspirin.
These have an important place in the prophylactic
treatment of thrombotic disease in adults. Perhaps
the manufacturers could be asked merely to delete
"paediatric" from the drug's name.

Health care agreement with Australia

Dr PETER C ARNowD (Vaucluse, NSW 2030, Aust-
ralia) writes: In Medical News (24 May, p 1401)
you reported on the health care agreement between
Australia and the UK. However, your statement that
"the agreement does not include a maximum general
practitioner fee of $10 in Australia" could mislead
British visitors. In fact, for any GP or specialist service
received outside a public (state) hospital, Medicare
will reimburse 85% of the government's recom-
mended fee. There-is no "maximum" general practi-
tioner or specialist fee. As the gap between the
85% rebate and the actual fees is steadily increasing,
British visitors would be wise to buy travellers' health
insurance. Although services received in a public
hospital are free, the delays are notorious and beds are
generally available only for emergencies.

"Law in the Health Service"

Professor J S ROBINSON (Birmingham B13 8RH)
writes: In her review of this book by B Capstick (17
May, p 1330) Clare Dyer has repeated the book's false
assumption that if a court order is sought from the
authorities for disclosure of patient records then the
patient has to pay the costs ofthe court application and
therefore the authority has nothing to lose by digging
in its heels and refusing voluntary disclosure. Order
62, rule 3 (12) of the Rules of the Supreme Court
is applicable: "When an application is made...
the person against whom the order is sought shall
be entitled, unless the Court othevise directs to his
costs. . ." (my italics). There have been two instances
where the court has otherwise directed. The first was
that of Jacob (a minor) v Wessex RHA 1984,' when it
was held that the request for disclosure was reasonable
and given that the applicant was legally aided iA would
result in needless public expense and therefore the
defendant should pay the plaintiff's costs. The second
was that ofHall vWandsworth HA 1985,2 when it was
heldthatbecauseofanunreasonabledelayindisclosure
the defendant would pay the plaintiff's costs. Author-
ities should not rely on the fact that they will not be
responsible for the costs of any court application for
disclosure.

1 Cwm Law 1984;12:Practice 238a.
2 Personal andMedical lwuesLaw Letur 1985;7:56.

Mouth to mask respiraton

Dr M T POPAT (Queen Alexandra Hospital, Cosham,
Portsmouth P06 3LY) writes: DrRWD Nickalls and
C W Thomson (24 May, p 1350) extol the virtues of
mouth to mask respiration and list several reasons for
its suggested use. I would like to describe a small
commercially available device which provides similar
advantages without the problems associated with
direct mouth to mouth and mouth to nose respiration.
The Resusciade (Portex) consists of a sheet of poly-
thene 7-5 in by 7 5 in with a plastic mouthpiece 1-25 in
by 1 in in its centre. The plastic sheet is opened over
the victim's mouth and the mouthpiece inserted into
his or hermouth. The rescuer then uses a conventional
mouth to mouth technique, with his lips placed firmly
over the plastic mouthpiece. The mouthpiece contains
a film of polythene which acts as a one way valve,
allowing air to enter the victim's lungs and preventing
secretions or vomitus from reaching the resuscitator's
lips. The whole device, which is disposable, folds into

a small plastic pouch and fits easily into most pockets,
handbags, or wallets. This simple, easy to use device
has a potential use in resuscitation in and out of
hospital.

Thermometers for peace

Dr ALEx PomrLLucsoFF (Medical Association for
Prevention of War) writes: While congratulating
your journal on the excellent report by Dr Gordon
Macpherson on the sixth annual congress of the
International Physicians for the Prevention ofNuclear
War in Cologne (14 June, p 1581) I would like to point
out an error. There are two, not one, affiliates of
IPPNW in the UK. One is the Medical Campaign
Against Nuclear Weapons and the other, which you
did not mention, is the Medical Association for
Prevention of War, which came into being in 1951.
We fully support the policies of IPPNW, and several
ofour members attended the sixth congress.

Smoking on aircraft

Mr H G WALLACE (H G Wallace Ltd, Colchester
C02 8JH) writes: British Airways' answer (14 June,
p 1598) to complaints about the inadequate provision
of non-smoking seats on its aircraft defends an in-
fringement on an individual's right not to smoke.
Arriving early at Heathrow for a BA flight does not
help in securing a seat in a non-smoking area of the
aircraft since the airline does not now allocate seats at
check in. It means going straight to the depare gate
to choose a seat but then being unable to return to the
main departure lounge and shops. In contrast, at
Gatwick British Airways allocates seats at check in; I
have been unable to obtain an explanation fromBA for
this anomaly. Dr F S Preston's comments display an
arrogant disregrd for the comfort of passengers and
an ignorance ofthe effects of"passive" smoking.

Interfering with the real cold

Dr M P MYRES (Overton on Dee, Clwyd LL13 OED)
writes: Amid all the enthusiasm about treatment for
the common cold and viruses in general (31 May,
p 1413), let me sound a cautionary note. For general
practitioners the diagnosis "It's just one of the virus
illnesses going about" has been a very useful aid for
the many aches, pains, and lesser ailments we cannot
put a fin,ger on: "It will get better in due course."
Imagine actually being able to treat it; we would have
to be more precise and certain. Furthermore, most of
us have spent several years persuading patients not to
come with their colds and other minor self limiting
illnesses. If we actually had something to treat these
conditions, we would be inundated. Even if they were
for prophylactic use only anticoryzal agents would
seriously increase our workload. As progress is, I am
sure, inevitable, I hope these agents will be safe
enough to be available over the counter.

The SHOoting season

Dr PETER DOWN (Dorset County Hospital, Dor-
chester DT1 1TS) writes: Each week several of our
housemen disappear for interviews or to ingratiate
themselves with my colleagues in the hope of getting
shortlisted for their jobs. Recently, one was called for
interview 225 miles away. On arrival it was clear that
he had no chance against such stiffopposition and was
told afterwards that he was shortlisted to encourage
him. It didn't. Another house physician travelled 140
miles to find that no fewer than 35 candidates had been
shortlisted for four posts. This hopeless convoy is a
waste of these young doctors' time and does nothing to
improve their morale. The interviews are a waste of
NHS money and not only take up much committee
time but also severely disrupt the running of wards,
especially in small hospitals. May I suggest that those
with jobs to offer think carefully before bringing non-
starters for interview. I suspect that in many instances
the posts are earmarked for a local or preferred
candidate. If not, surely a telephone call could save a
great deal of time andmoney and inconvenience.
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